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About This Content

TrueEarth technology is finally landing in Aerofly FS 2 starting with The Netherlands!

Important note: The system requirements for this DLC are significantly higher compared to the main program, please read
below.

Expect to find extremely dense building & vegetation cultivation, incredible crisp terrain textures, and effortlessly smooth
performance. Flying over the Netherlands is a joy - Netherlands TrueEarth contains the entirety of the country complete with
cities, towns, and countryside all where they should be. The Netherlands, often referred to as Holland, is a country located in

Western Europe. The five largest cities in the Netherlands are Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Utrecht (forming the
Randstad megalopolis) and Eindhoven (leading the Brabantse Stedenrij). The Port of Rotterdam is the largest port in Europe

and the world's largest outside Asia. Netherlands literally means "lower countries" - the name came from the country's low land
and flat geography, with only about 50% of its land exceeding 1 meter (3 ft 3 in) above sea level. Since the late 16th century,

about 17% of the country's current landmass has been reclaimed from the sea!

Netherlands TrueEarth is far more than a traditional photoreal product, it features comprehensive (and complete) building and
vegetation placements, thousands of hand-placed landmarks and POI and integrated GIS components.

Key Features

The entirety of Netherlands depicted in complete detail!
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41,500km2 of photoreal terrain at 1m resolution

43 airports included

CityScene building technology for all major cities, towns, villages and urban areas

Incredibly dense vegetation cultivation

Ultra HD mesh at 5m resolution

Accurate road, waterways, transmission line and other vector/GIS components.

Hundreds of custom landmarks and POI

Traditional Dutch windmills

Major churches and cathedrals custom modelled

Custom models for all major TV and radio masts

Thousands of hand-placed animated wind turbines, refineries, harbours and other library objects

Important note:
The system requirements for this DLC are significantly higher compared to the main program. For a smooth simulation we
recommend to use a 3D graphic card with at least 4 GB of dedicated RAM and comparable in performance to a NVIDIA

GeForce 960 GTX or newer.

If you want to experience this DLC in VR we highly recommend to use a NVIDIA GeForce 1060 or faster for smooth
performance.
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Orbx - Netherlands TrueEarth
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Orbx
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 4 GB of RAM

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,German,French
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aerofly fs 2 - orbx - netherlands trueearth

This DLC symbolizes a new level of photoreal based scenery, truely spectacular. Building and vegetation models are precisely
made and placed over the whole country. However, the airports looks so cheap that I can't even believe this is an orbx product.
If I were asked to mark this region, I would give 0.1\/10 for the airports and 9.9\/10 for everything left. But overall, I strongly
recommend.. This DLC is very well done. Compared to some other DLC's for this game, this DLC covers a large territory in
great detail. I agree with the previous reviewer that the airports lack in detail, however.

I am hoping the Devs will also start to flesh out the actual simulator a bit more in the future. I would like to have more
(navigation: ATC) instruments implemented in the different planes which are also user friendly in VR, and some sort of mission
system to set certain goals would also be a fine addition.. Very disappointed.. Vast areas still in blurred low resolution and no
atempt to even blend in with hi res areas.
Not sure but no animation at airports or able to select all runways at the international airport. Not at all the quality of other
products from Orbx, and especially for the price.
Refund requested.
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